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Poreword 

Thia translation was prepared in response to Work Asa1gninent No. 78, Task 11. 1he article was originally published as follows: Marha, K. B1olog1cke . uclnky elektromagnet1ckych vln o vyaoke rrekvencl. Pracovnl lekarstv1, v. 15, no. 9, 1963, 387-393. 
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BIOLOGICAL EPPECTS OF IIIGH-'!"REQIIENCY ELECTROMA<HIETIC WAVES 

Radie waves ar,,, cf interest t.o physiciata, chen:ist:i, bicloi:;ists, and ao,itor&. They all are intereatec.i in finding out Whether electron,agnetic waves cause chen,ical ar.d b1olc.;lcal chariies similar to those brought about by ionic radiation. The first experimental worlt on the influence o~ high-r·.-e.quency electromai;netic waves on organ.k f!l1d 1norg:i:1ic rnatter was d;:,nc et the end of the last century. 
The number cf etudies grew constantly until a first peak. ivr,s reac11P.d heb1~en 1930 a:1d l~FiO. J;urii:,:: -:-hat time valuable Gtud1eri were conductud, especially in physical chemist.!"~• and b.iolcgy. Less interest w:ie focused en .medical problems and the effects of high-frequency waves on rnan. 

1·/crld \farli. .interrupted this research, and at many placel:I it we.c for3otten or was re-discovered only in the ·,pa;;t _!'el'/ ~-ears. ·This 16 particularly true cf the 1nfluen~t. of high-frequency w&ves on the ccllc1dal &ystt:m, 
After 1945, attention was given almost exclusively tc - the influence of ionic radiation, 1,e,, 1va·1es (x-ray, · gamrnn · radiation) and ccrpuscul11r ( alph,• 11:-id bet~) [:; i. lni;Lreet 1n hiGh-frequency el'lctrcmagr,~tic wavea has been reneweti . 6:-:1? :•-;:~ e .... ,t~-Y, The. fnter~~t d~V:':l r,i:;ed H!"!'7:7l j ~ ,-·33 :"E-':Cf::-: 1 7.P.d t!,at nnlmals anrJ plant.a die in a high-i'requen::y field of a certai:, minimllln errective density 1n the c::i w,_.ve band anti w!-,en 1,;orltr,rf' nt radar 3tat1orw b&gan te, corr.plein about certain phys1c~l difficultiell, Thu3, the sit~;it1cn had char,ged from t.hat 1•hlch t.ad cx:1 :it.ed b,;,fc-re th-s- 11c,:-, 

T'la ~r!•..-1t~nt, numh':·r r:!' t•;,:>r~·=:rs er.~a.gP.:': -~'- '-:,in r~~~'"?C;.i. ~h are 1.-. the t:3;)~i l!ltJ ··,-:rH::: J -~:,, wl,o::::·~ !:here ere .:;;.i'.:-.1&~1~c~ fecilities ror ::.1.;d1 1n\'estigat.1ons. In add1t1cn to these countries, Poland, Italy, and, lately, England should be m~nt:l.oneci as place-s where studies are being made or the effezt:; of h!6!,-frequanc;y fieleh, on the bh>lc.;tcal s:;-11tc1;·•. Cze~ho~lov~~a ~~s also 11een o:-i increase in etud!e~ concerned with this subJect. The Institute or Induntrial Hygiene :?.nd oc~upat1onal Diseases houses r, apezj al high.frequency department which &1nce early 1961 has dealt exoluBively with quc~7.1ori., :c-elatlr,g to the influence of elP-::tl'<•magnetic wavea on living matter and especially with the protection or men from these waves.-
' ' ·. Al th~uc:h. there- have lteen rer,ular intc.rt,3~1<,,,i.1 c:cr,fer · ences c,n Lh1.: b..:iJJ,.ct., th~ ex..:l;er.go of inf.1r,.1at!::.n a,.u tt,c pubUeaU on of reaultn hao been limited. The reason t'or tM.s j ,1 clca1• f1•om or,a fact.· ln tha U,,J.tea State;,, the: research on the influence ct· high-frequency wa1•e1J, especially rni crowav-2s, has been car;;-ieci out on a IJroaa seal c Biri-: r: 1957, and thi :~ 
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has been done under the auspices of the Department of Defense and coordinated with the medical research laboratory created as a part or the experimental rocket base at Cape Canaveral. Therefore, one cannot eXDect tbat all results would be ~ubUsh~i~..t.~ It is also understandable that 1nromaEion-on new results from other countries would be equally hard to come by. In spite of this, about one thousand studies have been published on this subject up to the present time (1963). (8) 
The iollow1ng is a short discussion or the influence of high-frequency electromagnetic waves on living matter, especially in the field of microwaves. (For greater detail, see references 5, 7-10, 12-14, 17, 19, 21, 28, 29). 
The first question deals with the penetration or highfrequency energy into the organism. Let. us ob_serve the behavior·of.the body in the electromagnetic field. It should be stated that the body, by its very presence, changes the field, because the electrical properties of the body are considerably different from the properties of the air 1n which the ·waves spread. This is particularly trlfe of electrical constants. The magnetic permeability 1a the same for the body as it is ror the air. 

· I/hen the electromagnetic wave hits the surrace of the body, it means a transition from one medium to another {10]. At the transition boundary, part of the energy is reflected • The rest penetrates the tissue, changing speed; if it enters at an angle it also changes direction. As 1t penetrates the tissue, high-frequency energy is absorbed under the influence or dielectric losses, and is transformed into heat. The amount or h1gh-rrequency energy which 1s absorbed depends on the kind and size or the tissue and on the environment •. 
Fig. 1 shows the dependence of high-frequency absorpt~on on frequency in the case of a human subject. The figure shows three layers: akin, fat, and muscle. This presentation 1s very appropriate in the area of microwaves, because there we can disregard the influence of bone on the absorption properties of the body, and the blood system in the skin can be substituted by changing the thickness. Thus, we can visualize the influence of some parameters on absorption. This dependence has the character of dampened oscillations. According to our calculations, however, the location and absolute maximum value or minimum value depend on the socalled constitutional parameters; the example shown 1n Fig. 1 represents -the absorption in the body, which can be visualized as three layers, with an equivalent th1clmess ror the skin (0.35 cm), the rat (1.14 cm), and a sem1-in.t1nite layer ot muscles. In this system the rirst highest maximum 
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absorption is at 9co MHt, the seccnd around 9000 MHz. 
Minimum absorpticn is crcund 3000 rmz. t-:ith the change of 
frequency the percentage 0f' atsc:sr,ed er.e::-r.;y changes, as does 
its percentile distribution in stngle tissues, especially 
in the skin and muscles. 

A direct result or hich-rrequency energy absorption in 
tissue is an :!.nc:--~c:;~- !.r temperot.ure. This correlates w:i.th 
the electric;i.l prcperU.E.l' cf th~ t:~ssue, espe::ially its. 
conductivity and dielectric ccnstant, and naturally is also 
connected with therr.ial conc.uctiv:tty. Apart from this, the 
thermc-regulnt:!.ng s:,,·'.,t,;,:··: of the ori;ar.i::::a also plays an 
important r_,~c,; wnich e::-:pla~ ,,.::: t;,e fact thnt tc a certain 
degree the thermal,b~lance cf the organism is stabilized· 
regardless or the intem:ity of the f1eic1. Tl~e body tempera.;. 
ture first r:!.seE ar.d then, as a result or increased flow of 
blood, it sinits, as is ::ncwn in Pig. 2 [6}. 

In addi ticn to !1igh-:-re:,uency energy ab;,;:ir;,tion, the 
possi°t':!.l~t~• for elc(;:.~·oni::gnetic inductio:-: of the body also 
exists. There are el!:ctr:!.cal tran:::miesion lines in the 
organism, especially the nerve system and the blood circula
tion. In the presence er an alternating electromagnetic 
field, lnduuct.i ~enzit,,~ 1·e.si.:.lt.!,, ,·::i·:.h, !,r,·.-_·•~·:,:,l', la diotri
buted through these :,;:r. :.ems !.ntc the orF,;nnis::.. Losses are 
small, and thus hi,:;h-i'ri;;quenc~· ..-eachc::: ~reas which had 
received only very wealt oc:se:.i thrv'..lf_;i•, prir..ar~ absorption. 
l'his means for the entry of high frequency i:-1to the organ1om 
can be extremely a1tnificnnt, e:pe~ially in dar.;aging the 
central nervou::: syotcm bnd the blood vessels. In this 
connection it is inte..-c:::ting to observe -'.:r.at ner•1e fiber 
changes its electrical rcsirtar.::e 1n a high-frequency field. 

Low-intensity e1ect.romagnetic wave::: cause difficulties 
which are prlrnt:.rily cf. a neurct!:: nature [14}. These include 
headaches, pain in the eyes, tiredness anj general weakness, 
dizziness a[cer otanding for~ period of time, fitful sleep 
at ni:;ht, S!.<?e!;incas ir. the dayti,~c, charu;i~ moods, 
1rritabilit;;, hypochondriacal ett~.tudes, fear, depressions, 
reduced intcllectuci:.. cc,Jacit;;, and reduced ;r.erncry. With 
longer exposure, la::ineos and an inabil! t!• to make decisions 
result. Ccr.::>l«intc are- ;,ciced rce:.'.lrdin,: sensaticns of ten
sion in the skin, head, and ~crehead, loss of hair, muscle 
aches, and pa!r. ar.:::und the b~nrt. .:::o'";,:i.a1n",s or sexual 
difficulties are not unccrnr.1cn. Such people experience slight 
eyelid, tongue, and f:inger tremors accor.:panied by increased 
perspiration. During work in a higher field a marked reduc
t~or. !n 'bl=>~":l r::re:-.r,ur·c- :.3c bt:e:n :fr·.::.er11t?•j l:h1ch ~ead tc 
collapse. 
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As to any connection between .a high-frequency fi~ld 
and sexual function, it woo !b.md that no special changes· 
occurred in the female organism, but that women in general 
are more susceptible to such influence than men. Interrupted 
menstrual periods and a reduction in th'!! milk supply of 
nursing mothers are a sign or damage. 

. A few weeks after the end or exposure (sometimes several 
weeks or longer) the body returns to its former physiological 
state and all subjective and objective difficulties vanish. 
This is called regeneration and is proof or the reversibility 
of the effects cf a high-frequency field. · 

On the other hand, the chronic influence of a high
frequency field results in cumulative bio10gical effects, 
which can be explained by the lowered resistance of the organ
ism to outside influences. This effect was described in 
detail in a study of damaged eyes subjected to repeated 
radiation or sub-threshold intensities. This was a case or 
the non-thermal effect of. the high-frequency field. 

It should be pointed out that the possibility or the 
existence of the non-thermal effect of electromagnetic 
waves 1s generally accepted today, and because substantial 
experimentol docurnentat!cn exists, it can be considered 
proven. It has been demonstrated that non-thennal effects 
also occur with fields of greater intensity, where the rise 
in temperature is the first reaction or the organism. No_n
thennal effects brought about changes in inter-neuron 
ccnnections, the inactivation of certain viruses, and 
changes in the growth and infection properties cf bacteria. 
Undoubtedly the most important non-thennal efrects are the 
changes in the ccurse of the division of cells, especially of 
chromosomes. Fig. 3 shews the process. It depicts the 
dependence of the mitotic index en the intensity of the field 
at different radiation times [11). Also, actual changes in 
the shape of the chromosomes have been encountered. Theee 
changes are directly connected with the development of the 
individual and thP changes in the properties of the descen
dants. 

In view of these and other effect cf the electromagnetic 
field (18, 25) it is natural that interest in these problems 
is increasing and that attention must be devoted to them 
(8 I. 

Let us investigate the mechanism of the biological effect 
of microwaves (10). When electromagnetic waves enter the 

_organism they cause primarily the polarization of the mole
cules which have a dipole. 
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The ions, which are not electrically neutral, begin to move under the influence ~r the field. Since the sign or the field changes constantly in the rhythm of the frequencr, the orientation of the dlpole and the direction of tne ions also change. Many authors ascribe tc this oscillation of the ions and dipoles a considerable part of the biological activity of the high-frequency waves. Friction of the particles results ener~y is absorbed and converted into heat, and the organis~•s te~peratu-e rises. The amount of liberated heat depends on the frequency and intensity ?f the field, because the faster and mere frequent the change of orientation of .the dipoles and ions, tho larger the number or collisions [2). The heating, however, also depends on the di~.J.ectr1c constant of the medium. This can be different for various materials, and therefore zones of higher temperature can be created. Nonuniform absorptio~ of high-frequency energy results in nonuniform heating of various cells or of parts of them. Thus, the coo rd1nat1c'n of the biochemical reaction might be disturbed, the speed of which may change, depending on the temperature cf the medium in which it occurs. Since under normal conditions all these reactions take place under nearly equal temperature, some researchers believe that this disturbance of coordination may lead to· the formation of certain materials which are alien to the cells, thus leading to the possibility of blood poisoning during high-frequency irradiation. The correctness of these considerations is open tc question. At greater densities the liberated heat is so great that damage to proteins may result. This is particularly true cf tissue with few blood vessels, for example, the eyes Certain precesses are decided by enzymes, which are the~o-labile. Therefore, disturbances in the metab::lisr.i r.ia" be a direct result of heat influences. This helps tc ~xplain eye and nerve damage, orrl as wm pointed out previously, non-thermal phenomena also enter the picture (5). 
It 1s known that electromagnetic waves bounce back from the boundary surface of two media. If a homogeneous part inside an organisn, has the proper dimensions, so-called "dead waves II may res•Jl t at a certain frequency and may cause•locally significant rises in temperature. Dimensional resonance dominates the thermal effect and occurs mainly in the microwave band. 
As was pointed out previously,· the organism can accomodate a certain amount of .heat released in a specific range. If, however, the output density and the time cf . · radiation 1s greater than a certain critical ralue, the thermoregulation breaks down and the organism,or a part of it, perishes. Therefore, we may say that in a field of greater intensity the thermal phenomena are responsible for th~ damage to the ~rganism. The existence of non-therm~l 
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,phenomena has also been proved. Although not much is known about their origin, it is certain that the mechanism of the non-thermal effects cf high-frequency waves is of a physical nature. There are various interpretations for the partial effect of the high-frequency field. There is the possibility of resonance of some organic molecules at a certain frequency. At this resonance the load on the molecules is at a maximum, and a change in their structure may result. This possibility is under consideration in the case of. albumin, peptides, and amino acids [ 23). Recentl:y, such resonance phenomena were observed in gamma globulin ll). It will be difficult to interpret this discovery because it was found that under certain conditions this is a strictly selective process whose basic frequency lies ·1n the 7 MHz band and that it can also be induced by harmonic oscillations. At an appropriatefrequency, a change in the electro- · phoretic homogeneity of the gamma globulin can occur at a relatively low intensity. An even lower intensity is required for a considerable change of its antigen reactivity. We can further imagine that the oscillating 10ns and dipoles exert primary influence in the hf field. As a result of this osc11-lat1on, a change of the 1on processes may occur, a:nd thus also a change in the conditions for the polarization and depolarization of the membranes, especially in the case of nerve cells. Simultaneously, a breakdown of tte diffusing process may take place by affecting the cell's permeability. It seems certain that the biological effects of the alternate field in the entire frequency band, from the lowest to the highest, are caused by influences on the cellular substance. Lately, certain considerations have come to the-foreground regarding the orientation and chaining of components of the, intracellular fluids, which have a colloidal character [4, 24~ 27]. None or these speculations, however, completely explains all of the observed biological effects or highfrequency; on the contrary some are contradictory. No complex theory for the mechanism or the effect of electromagnetic waves on the living organism has been available which would satisfactorily explain all !mown phenomena. We have tried to develop such a theory, and will present some of the main ideas here. 

When entering an organism, electromagnetic waves cause heating or the tissue through dielectric losses and induction of high-frequency voltage through the blood and nervous sys~ tern. In cell protein, they create an alternating field with regard to their own cl"large. Such ·a field may result in chain- · .· ing and bunching of the protein. Similarly, the induced dipoles may create amphoteric compounds, such as amino acids and pseudo-macromolecular compounds. Many parts of the organism have electrical characteristics which qualify them 
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as s~miconductors. The asymmetrical nonlinear volt-ampere 
charaetertstice or those elements are mainly responsible for 
creating the distortion or the alternating signal and a de 
component. Thus, a change occurs in some or the electrical 
properties or the cell, especially in the electrical load. 
Many living cells, such as nerve cells, have a certain load 
characteristic for their function. It is important to 
remember that certain molecules with dipoles are present in 
the cell fluid whose biological characteristics, such as 
oscillation and position, depend on the electrical character
istics er the environment. As the charge of the cell changes,· 
the normal physiological state or the cell also changes. If 
it is a controlling cell, e.g., a nerve cell, other parts 
or the organisrn are also secondarily affected. The higher 
the field intensity and the higher the amplitude or the induced 
voltage, the ~ore intensive the response of various parts cf 
the body. The result is altered cellular balance and subse
quent readjustment. \-/hen a certain limit is reached, an 

_irreversible collapse occurs in the case or the whole organism 
or parts of it. If the limit is not reached, the electrical 
and physical characteristics o{ the cell return to normal 
when the high-frequency field 1s withdrawn, leaving no marked 
effects [20]. ·These changes cannot be sudden, and are net 
equal in every.person. It will depend on the type cf l':!.gh
frequency signal, the amplitude, and the.character of the 
electromagnetic field. It also was found that the simultane
ous c1.ct1~n c ::' high-frequency and x-ray radiation can cause 
greater harm to the organism than one or the other can alone. 
\·/hile the effects of the high-frequency waves on the organ
ism are to a certain degree reversible, repeated exposure, 
even ot small 1ntens~ty, increases the organism's sensitivity. 
Polyfrequent radiation is biologically more effective than 
monofrequent radiation. 

From what has been said so far, it follows that we 
have to consider the high-frequency field under certain 
circumstances as a biologically active part of the environ
ment which can have an unfavorable effect on the organis~ 
[22). 

Equipment which produces high-frequency energy is being 
used. in increasing amounts and soon there won't be a field in 
human activity where high-frequency generators will net be 
used. A classical example is its use in telecommunications. 
Its use is varied, and high-frequency heat is used, for 
example, in the production of pure germanium and in semi
conductor technology, etc. Because of the hazards to the 
workers, it was necessary to establish a maximum permissible 
field intensity (16). Because there are thermal and non-
thermal effects, different values for the maximum permissible 
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intensity were established, depending on the criteria used. 
In the USA there is still indecision regarding these values 
As the basis the thermal effect or electromagnetic waves wa; 
established, and as this is more pronounced at very high 
frequencies, directives were worked out only for microwaves. 
It wao established that for heating of the body a maximum · 
output density of 10 mW/cm2 can be endured, and therefore 
this was accepted as the maximum permissible intensity. 
Some called this amount the "tolerance value," and as the 
maximum permi~sible intensity 1 mW/cm2 was proposed. This· 
was accepted by the General Electric Co. and was also used at 
the Bell Telephone Laboratories. However, a biological effect 
can be expected at 0.l mW/cm2, which is the third value used 
in the USA. At this output density, we already consider long
time repeated irradiation with the participation or non
thermal effecto. And this is the only correct point or view. 
This was also adopted in the USSR and they also selected the 
safety factor 10, thus obtaining 10 W/cm2 as the maximum 
permissible field intensity fer the whole working day in tl)e 
cm wave band. The same value was also adopted in Czecho- ·' 
slovakia for pulse operation. For pennanent operation a 
maximum output density of 25 W/cm2 was suggested •. Because 
the biological effects are dependent not only on the intensity 
of the field, but are a function of intensity and time, it 
was pcssible to permit great output density for shorter 
cxpooure. .l!Lfzechoslo_y_ak,la..J;hil! questicn l'l8.fLresoJ ved hJ[ 
introducing am~ coefficient which states that the 
prol1uct7>~efi!!1~~!LhQl!!'~L!1!1!I!U-1>11e.iL.hy_J;.!J~~pY.L_ 
~ens1ty In 7T@2 must-n9.td>e.,atiov.e._~0Q., This is shown in · ftg. 4-.- . . -

The quoted values are for microwave~wh1ch is the area 
or frequencies above 300 MHz. 

As far as we know today, however, it must be said that 
the biological efficiency or electromagnetic waves has no 
frequency dependence which can be generally expressed. The 
biological effect is always forthcoming if a certain value 
of high-frequency energy is reached in the organism. The 
efficiency of transmission during interaction between the 
field and the organism depends on the frequency, and for 
absorption it is depicted in Fig. 1. The true result is 
complicated by the existence of induction. Therefore, we 
can find even in the case or relatively low frequencies a 
field intensity in which the effective energy in the organ
ism exceeds the critical value. 

For frequencies below 300 ~mz, the maximum permissible 
intensity was established in the USSR at 5 v m, and in 
exc_eptional cases at 10 V m. Tbe latter value was also 
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adopted 1n Cz~ch~slo~~!d~Jor_t]le_).O Jqlz_~~ _300 MhZ...band._._.L number or orgaiilza~Tona~ precautions were taken for th~ pro;,,ection of workers, including periodic checkups, and pro-hibition oi' work to those under 18 years of age, pregnant . women, and nursing ·mothers. T!:!e US~R 1n some cases grants ·. an ~~<Utional 14 days o~.at.1.on ta workersDh,oatt.Wh<L..W.o.rk lnthe cmwaveoanariave a 6-hour work day, _ Similar arrangii::-~ments have been adopted in Poland. --- ·· -- · · · · · · 
The best protection ls prevention (13, 26). Shading . methods.can be used to prevent unwanted reflect1ons.1n.the rooms (7). . .. 
Metal objects should be avoided, Where it 1s impossible to avoid the field, p~rsonal preventive measures must be taken. Glasses with metal n~ or gold co:,t1ng have. been suggested for safeguarding the eyes. A cloth cover inter-woven with a metal thread is reconnnended for the rest of the body, including the head. For proper protection, the field intensity 1n the room must be known. Computation without measurement ls possible only 1f the parameters of the generators and antennas are lmown, •and this 1s only possible 1n the so-called distant zone, which roughly speaking 1s at a distance greater than 10 wavelengths. This ls practically possible In the case of radar. These are only for orlentat1onal calculations. Therefore, it ls always necessary to measure the field intensity. However, the method of measurement is not simple, and tor hygienic reasons will have to be developed (15). "O!QY the USSR ba~- p_:r;oper_ measuring ~Q':llP- ~,•4 ! ment for the lower.wav.D'aiia:::~ Under certain c1rcUDJstances, however, properly adjusted and calibrated absorbing ondom-eters can be used. 

In the operation of high-frequency generators, sources ot high voltage are used to feed the terminals. At approximately 20 kV we must count on the oerurrence of x-ray radiation. Peak doses of 50 r min can occur. Measurement of this x-ray radiation 1s complicated by the tact that 1t appears mostly in pulsating equipment. In this case ion chambers must be used. 
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Fig. 1. 

Frequency dependence or the absorption of high-frequency energy in muscle and 1n the model or a body composed or three layerst skin, rat, and muscl_e 
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Temperature increase on the various parts or the human body depending on the duration or radiation with electromagnetic waves at a frequency or 2450 MHz (Gersten J.W. and Co. 1949) 
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Fig. 3.-

Dependence of the relative speed or the isolation or Vicia 
Faba cells or the field intensity tor different periods or 
radiation. (IO.epenhauer and Co. 19119)' . 
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Fig. 4• 

Dependence or the maximl.DD permissible un1terrupted time·or 
stay in an electromagnetic field or a Jiven operational. 

·density of non-pulsating operation (CWJ · 
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